Kevin Angstadt
Please rate the performance of your TA on a scale of ONE-TO-FIVE with five (5) being
"Excellent job" and one (1) being "Poor job:

Average: 5 out of 5

General Comments about the TA:


Kevin is really knowledgable about the language and is very helpful in answering all
questions.



Always willing to help/answer questions



choose a cooler movie than 'VITUS' to show the lab! 'Downfall' would've been better.
same actor.



Kevin is very helpful and offers a wide array of activities that help us learn German.
It is especially helpful to have him go over class topics that we find confusing.



Kevin is often more helpful than the actual class.



Kevin is very helpful and goes about learning/reviewing material in a concise way.



Kevin has been super helpful in reviewing for tests and keeping us on task throughout
the week. He is clearly very well versed in German and I feel he can answer anything
I want to ask.



Kevin is awesome! He has a great understanding of the material and is able to easily
convey concepts to us that we have difficulty understanding in class. He is always
well prepared and always has an answer to our questions.



Sometimes, the Lab was more helpful than the class itself was. In lab, we had the
opportunity to fully explore grammar, vocabulary, and concepts with a greater
connection to German culture. Its relaxed environment made learning conducive and
enjoyable. Kevin has made this possible; he is also responsible of a great part of my
current 4.0 in German. He is responsible, outgoing, and highly dedicated to excellence
as a TA. He will be greatly missed once he graduates.



Kevin has been a great lab teacher from day one. I feel completely comfortable asking
him any questions and have never noticed any mistakes or errors on his part.



Kevin is great. he is very helpful and creates an environment in which I learn more
than in class.



Kevin is very knowledgeable about German and it is clear that spends a lot of time
preparing lab time and thinking of ways to help us better understand and learn the
German language.



He is a very patient and helpful TA who uses a lot of different learning techniques to
help us learn German, which is really effective and fun. His grading is very fair and it
allows us to learn from our mistakes without losing a lot. I would definitely
recommend him to anybody looking to take German!



Explains the concepts of German so if I do not understand in class, then I will be able
to understand after lab.



GREAT



Does a great job of teaching and explaining



Kevin is awesome!



He has been really useful and understanding.



I thought that Kevin was extremely helpful during lab, and created a fun and
enjoyable environment. He was able to clear things up that I did not understand
during class, and was able to convey the concepts in a clear and easy way.



Kevin makes the lab an enjoyable class to end the day with.



Kevin is very happy to answer any questions and help in both our lab assignments and
class assignments.



He is very nice and he is always nice and outgoing



He is amazing



He makes learning very fun and enjoyable



Kevin puts a lot of effort into preparing the lab, comes up with fun games and helpful
activities. Definitely positive!



Really nice guy. He knows the information really well can answer all types of
questions about the language.



He is really good!



Clearly explains all the materials. Help us revising the materials we haven't fully
covered in class. Involves games for making us better understand the new and
sometimes confusing vocabulary.



Kevin does a great job.



He has a great understanding of German and makes complicated topics seem easy. We
need to hire him as a German teacher with tenure!



He es very clear and he makes it interactive and entertaining.



Kevin is a really good tutor. I feel like I would be lost in this class without Kevin's
help



Kevin is an awesome TA! He has a great knowledge and understanding of the German
language and I always feel comfortable asking him questions.



Kevin is really enthusiastic about German. He does a great job at explaining topics
covered in class. He makes a point of answering students' questions to the best of his
ability. His review sessions before exams are very helpful.



Kevin is a fantastic TA. He clearly knows the material. He explains the material really
well and helps me gain a better understanding of the material gone over in class. I
wouldn't mind if he was my teacher!



most professional and proficient



Kevin did a fantastic job in teaching the lab. He was very helpful. the handouts, songs,
games and simplified explanation were very helpful!



(He just needs to speak up a little bit. Sometimes it is hard to hear him)



He pays individual attention to students and is always available whether after lab, or
through email.



Kevin is extremely helpful. He works well with students. He has methods that really
help with more difficult concepts. He has a vast knowledge of the language, a good
sense of humor, and a great outlook on lab. He makes it enjoyable.

General Comments About the Lab:


Lab helps clear up all questions that I have about the class.



Maybe no lab the day of exam-- not much to cover and people are pretty unmotivated



very effective due to small size



Lab is a helpful addition to the time spent in the classroom with Mrs. Stipa. It is great
to have someone who teaches differently then Mrs. Stipa available when confusion
arises.



A positive environment was created in the Lab starting day one and has been so up till
now. It is always a pleasure to come to lab and not a hassle.



Lab helps me keep up with the information that we learn during class. I like that
Kevin lets us direct the way the lab go sometimes if we have a question.



The room is nice, the chairs are a little too fancy. The smartboard was very helpful.



Lab is great. There's not really anything that I can think of that would make it better. It
already serves as such a useful tool for understanding the material covered in class. I
love how small my lab size is too. Having a small group of people makes it easier to
get through material fast and enables us to learn more in a short period of time.



Lab assignments with the workbook were sometimes overwhelming, but it was a key
study guide for tests and the TA was always willing to go above and beyond while
answering questions about it. The lab was a fundamental part of my learning; having it
twice a week was very helpful.



Lab is great, i learn much more in lab than in class



I look forward to lab because I actually learn more than in class. it is a small
comfortable environment that works very well for what it supposed to be



The additional lab time outside of class although inconvenient at times definitely
helps to improve understanding of the language and is easily worth the extra two
hours a week.



Generally a fun and helpful learning time!



Good overall experience



GREAT



Doesn't need to change a thing. I enjoy lab and learn a lot.



Lab is great! It clarifies so much!



It's useful.



Kevin was able to make lab extremely fun as well as informative. His human and
fluency in German was extremely helpful.



Get the lab with students from the same class



Fine.



I like it more than my other labs on campus



It is interesting.



It's a good change of pace from class where in class it's more of a lecture and in lab,
it's more training/activity stuff



Lab is helpful.



The lab is great to get some more practice on the material.



Lab is very useful and helpful!



Facilitates friendly environment in class where everyone is involved and not afraid of
asking questions.



I feel like Kevin does a really good job running lab and teaching us relevant
information that clarifies what we do in class. However, I feel lab itself is pointless
and doesn't help me. I understand what our teacher teaches us in class, so even though
Kevin is doing what he should be I think lab is a waste of time.



Who knew German lab could be so much fun!



it is very helpful to have extra practice and to clarify in a more confident space.



We get a lot done. Everything that is unclear from the class is clarified in lab



I feel like lab is very helpful and I do learn a lot during the lab time.



I enjoy lab.



I like the mixture of formalities and fun. We play games to help with vocabulary some
days, and then other days we go over grammar. It's a nice mix.



a soothing and enriching educational experience



It was a very good experience and it helped me a lot in preparing myself for exams. It
certainly is useful.



Lab is the only time I feel like I am learning the language and not simply struggling

with it.

